
DualCom

Single Path Signalling

No telephone line - no 
problem  

Trusted and Reliable
DualCom G2r is a single path variant of Europe’s 
best selling dual signalling fire and intruder alarm 
device, the DualCom GradeShift® range. 

DualCom G2r offers alarm signalling via a radio 
path (GPRS/GSM) from the protected premises 
to an Alarm Receiving Centre (ARC). In the past, 
Digital Communicators and telephone line-based 
technology has been used for single path signalling 
but this is not always practical and can add 
unnecessary expense.

DualCom G2r is ideal as a solution when a telephone 
line is not available and can securely send a signal 
to the ARC regardless of the limitations imposed 
by a property and its infrastructures. By utilising a 
Radio path instead of a telephone line, there are no 
associated call costs or rental costs that you would 
experience with telephone line based signalling.

CSL DualCom are the market leading supplier of intruder 
alarm dual-signalling devices, trusted by hundreds of 
thousands of homes and businesses.

So many Alarm Installers place their trust in DualCom 
because the integrity of our signalling is powered by 
the DualCom Gemini Managed Network which adds 
additional levels of protection to your alarm system. 
Gemini contacts the DualCom regularly and reports on 
its exact status, helping your Installer to provide you with 
the best possible service.

DualCom G2r offers a radio alarm signalling service with 
a difference. It uses mobile radio to send alarm signals 
to the ARC and can be purchased with either a Vodafone 
SIM card or CSL DualCom’s award winning WorldSIM®. 
DualCom WorldSIM® is a multi-network SIM card that 
can utilise any mobile phone network. Rather than losing 
connection, DualCom G2r with WorldSIM® will transfer 
to the strongest available network in order to deliver your 
alarm signal, offering maximum, reliable performance 
from its single radio path. As DualCom is charged as a 
fixed tariff the costs are set no matter how much activity 
there is.
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DualCom G2r

eliminates call costs

and works

where telephone

lines can’t



DualCom

Telephone networks in both the UK and 
Ireland are undergoing upgrades to 

accommodate higher speed broadband 
services. These include migrating from 
copper to fibre networks and new cable 

networks sometimes known as NGNs.  This 
is essentially removing the component that 
Digital Communicators rely on to send a 

signal.

DualCom G2r is guaranteed to be unaffected 
by these changes as it is not reliant on any 

land-line or building infrastructure technology.

•	 Fixed	tariff	means	unlimited	signals		
 with no hidden charges

•	 Future	network	compliant

•	 WorldSIM®	Access	all	areas	–	access		
 to all mobile networks in a single  
 product

•	 True	wireless	EN	Grade	2	signalling		
 for lower risk single path solutions

•	 No	need	for	a	telephone	line	and	a
 dedicated line for signalling can be
 cancelled

•	 No	telephone	line	rental	or	call		
 charges

•	 Compatible	with	all	standard	alarm		
 systems

•	 Can	be	used	for	other	non	security		
 applications that require remote  
 monitoring

The DualCom G3r offers all of the same benefits 
as the G2r but in addition Gemini checks that the 
DualCom is working more regularly. These hourly 
checks allow your installer to notify you of a lack 
of signal in an earlier instance.

For	extended	features	explore	the	DualCom	
Calibre® range.

Specification:

G3r VARIANT
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Future	Proof

To discover more contact your Alarm Installer
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